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Grieving The Child I Never Knew A Devotional Companion
For Comfort In The Loss Of Your Unborn Or Newly Born
Child
Bestselling novelist (How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents) and children's (The Tia
Lola Stories) author Julia Alvarez's new picture book is a beautifully crafted poem for
children that gently addresses the emotional side of death. The book asks, "When
somebody dies, where do they go? / Do they go where the wind goes when it blows? ...
Do they wink back at me when I wish on a star? Do they whisper, 'You're perfect, just
as you are'? ..." Illustrated by Vermont woodcut artist, Sabra Field, Where Do They Go?
is a beautiful and comforting meditation on death, asking questions young readers
might have about what happens to those they love after they die. A Spanish-language
edition of the book, ¿Donde va a parar?, is available in paperback.
Every loss mama deserves to be reminded she is the mother of all mothers.
Miscarriage has touched almost every home, although it's rarely talked-about. It's the
invisible pain.. Even couples who are very close and on sure footing find it too upsetting
to discuss. In Silent Grief, author Clara Hinton knows what she's talking about.
Experiencing the heartbreak of child loss firsthand, she tackles this universal tragedy by
talking with women and men who have dealt with miscarriage. These interviews shed
much light on the debilitating effects of child loss, including consuming guilt,
depression, and strained marriages. Acknowledging that God is the ultimate healer of
hurting families, the author shows through her interviews and personal experiences that
there is hope for functioning through child loss. But the goal goes beyond that, to help
families be happy again, and look forward to the future.
When a loved one dies we mourn our loss. We take comfort in the rituals that mark the
passing, and we turn to those around us for support. But what happens when there is
no closure, when a family member or a friend who may be still alive is lost to us
nonetheless? How, for example, does the mother whose soldier son is missing in
action, or the family of an Alzheimer's patient who is suffering from severe dementia,
deal with the uncertainty surrounding this kind of loss? In this sensitive and lucid
account, Pauline Boss explains that, all too often, those confronted with such
ambiguous loss fluctuate between hope and hopelessness. Suffered too long, these
emotions can deaden feeling and make it impossible for people to move on with their
lives. Yet the central message of this book is that they can move on. Drawing on her
research and clinical experience, Boss suggests strategies that can cushion the pain
and help families come to terms with their grief. Her work features the heartening
narratives of those who cope with ambiguous loss and manage to leave their sadness
behind, including those who have lost family members to divorce, immigration,
adoption, chronic mental illness, and brain injury. With its message of hope, this
eloquent book offers guidance and understanding to those struggling to regain their
lives. Table of Contents: 1. Frozen Grief 2. Leaving without Goodbye 3. Goodbye
without Leaving 4. Mixed Emotions 5. Ups and Downs 6. The Family Gamble 7. The
Turning Point 8. Making Sense out of Ambiguity 9. The Benefit of a Doubt Notes
Acknowledgments Reviews of this book: You will find yourself thinking about the issues
discussed in this book long after you put it down and perhaps wishing you had extra
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copies for friends and family members who might benefit from knowing that their
sorrows are not unique...This book's value lies in its giving a name to a force many of
us will confront--sadly, more than once--and providing personal stories based on 20
years of interviews and research. --Pamela Gerhardt, Washington Post Reviews of this
book: A compassionate exploration of the effects of ambiguous loss and how those
experiencing it handle this most devastating of losses ... Boss's approach is to
encourage families to talk together, to reach a consensus about how to mourn that
which has been lost and how to celebrate that which remains. Her simple stories of
families doing just that contain lessons for all. Insightful, practical, and refreshingly free
of psychobabble. --Kirkus Review Reviews of this book: Engagingly written and richly
rewarding, this title presents what Boss has learned from many years of treating
individuals and families suffering from uncertain or incomplete loss...The obvious depth
of the author's understanding of sufferers of ambiguous loss and the facility with which
she communicates that understanding make this a book to be recommended. --R. R.
Cornellius, Choice Reviews of this book: Written for a wide readership, the concepts of
ambiguous loss take immediate form through the many provocative examples and
stories Boss includes, All readers will find stories with which they will relate...Sensitive,
grounded and practical, this book should, in my estimation, be required reading for
family practitioners. --Ted Bowman, Family Forum Reviews of this book: Dr. Boss
describes [the] all-too-common phenomenon [of unresolved grief] as resulting from
either of two circumstances: when the lost person is still physically present but
emotionally absent or when the lost person is physically absent but still emotionally
present. In addition to senility, physical presence but psychological absence may result,
for example, when a person is suffering from a serious mental disorder like
schizophrenia or depression or debilitating neurological damage from an accident or
severe stroke, when a person abuses drugs or alcohol, when a child is autistic or when
a spouse is a workaholic who is not really 'there' even when he or she is at
home...Cases of physical absence with continuing psychological presence typically
occur when a soldier is missing in action, when a child disappears and is not found,
when a former lover or spouse is still very much missed, when a child 'loses' a parent to
divorce or when people are separated from their loved ones by
immigration...Professionals familiar with Dr. Boss's work emphasised that people
suffering from ambiguous loss were not mentally ill, but were just stuck and needed
help getting past the barrier or unresolved grief so that they could get on with their lives.
--Asian Age Combining her talents as a compassionate family therapist and a creative
researcher, Pauline Boss eloquently shows the many and complex ways that people
can cope with the inevitable losses in contemporary family life. A wise book, and certain
to become a classic. --Constance R. Ahrons, author of The Good Divorce A powerful
and healing book. Families experiencing ambiguous loss will find strategies for seeing
what aspects of their loved ones remain, and for understanding and grieving what they
have lost. Pauline Boss offers us both insight and clarity. --Kathy Weingarten, Ph.D,
The Family Institute of Cambridge, Harvard Medical School
Children Also Grieve is an imaginative resource, fully illustrated with color photographs,
that offers support and reassurance to children coming to terms with the loss of a close
friend or relative and to adults who are supporting them through their bereavement. The
first part of the book is designed to be read and worked through by children. The story
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tells of the experiences of Henry, the dog of a family whose grandfather has died.
During Henry's progress through the different stages of bereavement, he learns
strategies for coping with his grief. At various stages of the story, Goldman provides
readers with the opportunity to share their own reactions to loss through words and
pictures, using specific prompt questions that encourage the exploration of different
facets of grief. The second part includes a list of useful vocabulary to help children
express their feelings about bereavement, a bibliography of other useful resources for
both children and adults, and a section that will help adults to understand and aid
children throughout the grief process. This last section also explains the approach
taken in the story, details typical responses to bereavement, and discusses useful ways
in which adults can discuss and share grief with children. This book is an invaluable tool
for bereaved children and those who care for them.
When the anticipation of your child’s birth turns into the grief of miscarriage, tubal
pregnancy, stillbirth, or early infant death, no words on earth can ease your loss. But
there is strength and encouragement in the wisdom of others who have been there and
found that God’s comfort is real.Having experienced three miscarriages and the death
of an infant son, Kathe Wunnenberg knows the deep anguish of losing a child. Grieving
the Child I Never Knew was born from her personal journey through sorrow. It is a wise
and tender companion for mothers whose hearts have been broken--mothers like you
whose dreams have been shattered and who wonder how to go on. This devotional
collection will help you grieve honestly and well. With seasoned insights and gentle
questions, it invites you to present your hurts before God, and to receive over time the
healing that He alone can--and will--provide. Each devotion includes:* Scripture
passage and prayer* "Steps Toward Healing" questions * Space for journalingReadings
for holidays and special occasions also included
Whether a death is sudden or anticipated, losing a loved one shakes us to our very
core, destroying our belief in a just, safe, and predictable world. Grief often changes us
quickly both physically and mentally. It is like being kidnapped and suddenly
transported to a foreign land without luggage, a passport, or the language to make
sense of what's happening. Even if you have a road map for getting through the pain
and anguish, you still have to take the trip. The purpose of this book is to help you find
threads of hope that will assist your recovery and help you carry on. By sharing
inspirational stories, personal experiences, and professional advice from contributors to
theOpen to Hope website, we trust that you will be comforted and inspired by learning
how others dealt with their losses, what they saw as roadblocks, and how they handled
them as well as what it has taken for them to not only survive, but thrive. We want to
help you resume leading the life that you were meant to live--a life of satisfaction and
one driven by a belief in your own personal power for change.
“Bereavement after the loss of a baby is often quiet and lonely,” writes Christine
O’Keeffe Lafser, who has twice lost a child to death. “There is no wake or funeral, no
grave site, no memorial to our baby’s life or death. . . . Since there are no real
memories of our little one’s life, people have a hard time comprehending the depth of
our love and grief.” In these reflections, Lafser offers grieving parents the empathy and
courage that can come only from one who has walked the same difficult path. “Chris
expressed so many of my thoughts and feelings and made me feel so normal. . . . The
greatest gift is learning that God does not desert us in our time of need.” Linda Davis,
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Compassionate Friends, after miscarriage and stillbirth “The juxtaposition of a Scripture
text with each reflection is inspired. Some of the texts are breathtaking in their beauty
and appropriateness. This book is a ‘must’ for anyone who is ever touched by the loss
of an infant.” Joseph Awad, poet and grieving grandfather “This book will be very
helpful for parents who are mourning the loss of their child. It will also prove very
beneficial to anyone who is ministering to a bereaved parent.” Robert N. Craig, O.F.M.
Cap., hospital chaplain “These reflections allowed me to ‘be’ how I was feeling—not
feel like I should be going through the stages of grief that other books described. With
this book I was no longer a square peg trying to fit into a round hole.” Jeanette Siebels,
after infant death
A steady best-seller and The Invisible String is reaching all over the World! OVER
400,000 copies sold! "That's impossible", said twins Jeremy & Liza after their Mom told
them they're all connected by this thing called an Invisible String. "What kind of string"?
They asked with a puzzled look to which Mom replied, "An Invisible String made of
love." That's where the story begins. A story that teaches of the tie that really binds.
The Invisible String reaches from heart to heart. Does everybody have an Invisible
String? How far does it reach, anyway? Does it ever go away? Read all about it! THE
INVISIBLE STRING is a very simple approach to overcoming the fear of loneliness or
separation with an imaginative flair that children can easily identify with and remember.
Here is a warm and delightful lesson teaching young and old that we aren't ever really
alone and reminding children (and adults!) that when we are loved beyond anything we
can imagine. "People who love each other are always connected by a very special
String, made of love. Even though you can't see it with your eyes, you can feel it deep
in your heart, and know that you are always connected to the ones you love." Thus
begins this heart-warming and reassuring story that addresses the issue of "separation
anxiety" (otherwise known as the sense of existential 'aloneness') to children of all
ages. Specifically written to address children's fear of being apart from the ones they
love, The Invisible String delivers a particularly compelling message in today's
uncertain times that though we may be separated from the ones we care for, whether
through anger, or distance or even death, love is the unending connection that binds us
all, and, by extension, ultimately binds every person on the planet to everyone else.
Parents and children everywhere who are looking for reassurance and reaffirmation of
the transcendent power of love, to bind, connect and comfort us through those
inevitable times when life challenges us! Let's tell the whole world that we are ALL
connected by Invisible Strings! Adopted by Military Library Services & Foster Care
Agencies Recommended by Bereavement Support Groups and Hospice Centers
Nothing can steal peace and joy and undermine the very foundation of someone's life like
losing a child. It is devastating on a level that most of us can't imagine. Written after the loss of
the author's own child, Surviving the Loss of a Child offers encouragement and hope to those
who may think they will never be able to live fully after such tragedy. Bereaved parents, as well
as friends, counselors, pastors, and caregivers, will find this book a source of comfort and
discover coping mechanisms as they move through their grief. Revised and updated, it has
short chapters that are easy to take in, perfect for people going through this difficult time.
“The Lord is close to the brokenhearted, saves those whose spirit is crushed.” (Ps 34:19) You
might feel, in the days and weeks after a miscarriage, like the Lord is anything but close. Laura
and Franco Fanucci understand. After struggling with infertility, they miscarried their third child
in the first trimester. Later, their twin daughters were born prematurely and lived only a few
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days. Laura and Franco are here to tell you that, while your miscarriage is a deeply personal
loss, you are not alone. Grieving Together is written by a couple specifically for couples,
understanding that both spouses have experienced a loss and grieve differently. Drawing from
Catholic tradition and teaching, Laura and Franco gently guide you through: The physical and
emotional experiences of miscarriage — including help in making the hardest decisions How
couples respond to grief — and how to support each other Turning to family, friends, and the
Church — finding help and support from loved ones and your Church community The future
after miscarriage — where to go from here as a couple Grieving Together is the book the
Fanuccis had wished for after their miscarriage. Practical resources include Scripture, prayers,
and official Catholic rites. It also speaks to the unique concerns of fathers, and includes many
real-life stories from couples in many different circumstances. “We are fellow travelers on the
road: parents who have suffered significant losses yet have grown in our marriage because of
the gifts of our children’s lives.” — Laura and Franco Fanucci Click here to register for the
related webcast
When the anticipation of your child s birth turns into the grief of loss, there is strength and
encouragement in the wisdom of others who have shared your experience and found that God
s comfort is real."
When children lose someone they love, life is never the same. In this sympathetic book, the
authors advocate an open, honest approach, suggesting that our instinctive desire to "protect"
children from the reality of death may be more harmful than helpful.
This heartfelt manual is an indispensable and easily referenced resource for grieving
grandparents, offering them a way forward after the death of a grandchild. Whether they were
close to their grandchild and keenly feeling his or her absence, or even if they were not close
to the child and are mourning the loss of a relationship they’ll never have, this book offers
grandparents compassionate comfort and practical ideas for their journey through grief,
addressing as well the unique pain of watching their children mourn the loss of their child. The
ideas offered in the book clarify the basic principles of grief and mourning and offer immediate
suggestions for things grandparents can do to embrace their grief, honor and remember their
grandchild, and begin to heal.
I Never Held You speaks to the heart of women, their families and friends who have either
lived through the pain & grief after miscarriage, or who want to better support someone who
has. Author Ellen M. DuBois shares her own painful journey after miscarriage taking you from
her darkest moments of grief, despair, isolation, anxiety, fear and depression to the steps she
took towards healing and recovery. Her suggestions prove to be helpful in balancing the
emotional peaks and valleys after suffering such a heartbreaking loss. I Never Held You
validates your grief after losing a baby to miscarriage, and assures you that you're not alone in
your struggle. With the help of contributing author Dr. Linda Backman, Ed.D., licensed grief
counselor, psychologist and author, you'll come to better understand grief- and why it's so
important to allow yourself the time necessary to heal. If you're looking for help and support
after miscarriage, or want to help someone how has miscarried, this is the book for you.
Companion website: MiscarriageHelp.com
Find an anchor for your broken heart. ONE in four pregnancies end in devastating loss. Grief
hits like a tidal wave, and batters you with questions: Why me? How could God allow this to
happen? Did I do something wrong? Where is my baby now? Can I survive this? Anchored
invites you to grieve in a honest and faith-filled way. With personal stories, seasoned insight,
and gentle questions, you are invited to lay your deepest hurt at the foot of the cross and allow
God to anchor your brokenness.
Death is an inevitable and constant part of life, yet those who grieve often feel misunderstood
and alone in their journey, says Kathe Wunnenberg, author of Grieving the Loss of a Loved
One. This compassionate book acts as a daily devotional companion to hurting people.
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Designed for adult readers of all ages and stages in the grieving process, it is sensitively
written by an author who suffered three miscarriages and the death of an infant son. She
knows from firsthand experience that there are no easy answers for those who mourn. Sixty
devotions cover the many stages of grieving, including readings for holidays, birthdays, and
special occasions, when grief can be particularly painful. Readers will walk away from the short
thematic devotions and feel validated, connected to someone who knows how they truly feel,
and with renewed hope in God. Friends and family members who sincerely want to help the
grieving can give this book as a meaningful, beneficial expression of their love and concern.
"This activity book is for children who have had someone significant die in [their] life. Children
today are faced with uncertainty and have many thoughts and feelings about their loss. ... This
book is intended to give grieving children an opportunity to express themselves directly through
drawing and writing of how they are feeling. We must listen to children and give them an
opportunity to regress and be depressed. This book is a gift with activities that may help
children understand their loss."--Page 4.
"The book is well organized, well detailed, and well referenced; it is an invaluable sourcebook
for researchers and clinicians working in the area of bereavement. For those with limited
knowledge about bereavement, this volume provides an excellent introduction to the field and
should be of use to students as well as to professionals," states Contemporary Psychology.
The Lancet comments that this book "makes good and compelling reading. . . . It was
mandated to address three questions: what is known about the health consequences of
bereavement; what further research would be important and promising; and whether there are
preventive interventions that should either be widely adopted or further tested to evaluate their
efficacy. The writers have fulfilled this mandate well."
Unthinkable. Unbelievable. Heartbreaking. Plans and dreams are shattered. The future has
changed. Life becomes uncharted territory. The loss of a child affects everything. Heartfelt,
easy-to-read, and practical, this award-winning resource was written to assist bereaved
parents and grandparents survive, adjust, and begin to heal.
This keepsake journal is meant to help mothers who have experienced the loss of a baby
through miscarriage, stillbirth or neonatal demise. The book contains phrases and prompts that
highlight the baby's imprint on the mother's life and provides uplifting quotes from the baby loss
community. It allows the mother to commemorate and honor the brief life of her baby in a
meaningful way that will also help heal and inspire her grieving heart. Written by a loss mama,
for loss mamas. Included In Journal: 12 baby loss journal prompts 12 inspirational quotes 8
blank pages for photos 60 full color pages Healing watercolor blooms Removable dust jacket
Linen-feel hardcover Keepsake Author's Note Beautifuly Healing Pregnancy Loss Sympathy
Gift
"Guided by the narrative of her mother's tragic loss of a son years earlier, Mira Ptacin confronts
an unexpected pregnancy with a child who has no chance of survival outside the womb. At age
twenty-eight, Mira Ptacin discovered she was pregnant. Though it was unplanned, she soon
embraced the pregnancy and became engaged to Andrew, the father. Five months later, an
ultrasound revealed birth defects that would give the child no chance of survival outside the
womb. Mira was given three options: terminate her pregnancy, induce early delivery, or wait
and inevitably miscarry. Mira's story is woven together with the story of her mother, who
emigrated from Poland, also at the age of twenty-eight, and adopted a son, Julian. Julian
would die tragically, bringing her an unimaginable grief. A memoir about loss and selfpreservation, grief and recovery, and mothers and daughters, Poor Your Soul is a beautiful
examination of free will, love, and the fierce bonds of family"-Offers advice for dealing with children who have suffered the loss of a loved one, discussing
how to include children in decision-making, what to expect from different age groups, and how
to provide safe emotional outlets for children.
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Losing a baby, whether through miscarriage, stillbirth or neonatal death, leaves so many
parents lost in grief and full of unanswered questions. Zoë Clark-Coates, and her husband
Andy, have personally faced the loss of five babies. Out of their experiences came the charity
The Mariposa Trust (more often known by its leading division Saying Goodbye), offering
support to thousands of grieving parents and relatives around the world each week. Now, Zoë
writes a moving account of their experiences and how they found a way through to provide
help and support for others. Alongside this are 90 days of daily support for those who are
grieving, offering comfort and hope during the difficult days, weeks and months.
A Powerful Resource for Grieving Couples Losing a child is among the most tragic experiences
one can face. The crushing grief puts immense strain on the marriage, family relationships,
and friendships that few can understand. That’s why this book was written. In it Candy
McVicar, a grieving mom who leads a ministry for grieving parents, and Dr. Gary Chapman,
relationship expert and author of The 5 Love Languages®, team up to help couples who are
facing the unimaginable. They’ll teach you how to: Cope with the complex feelings that come
with the grief process Understand your spouse’s unique grieving needs and support him/her
Use the five love languages through grief There is nothing that can make the pain of losing a
child go away, but healing is possible with intentional hearts and the right resources.
In 2008, Angie Smith and her husband Todd (lead singer of the group Selah) learned through
ultrasound that their fourth daughter had conditions making her “incompatible with life.”
Advised to terminate the pregnancy, the Smiths chose instead to carry this child and allow
room for a miracle. That miracle came the day they met Audrey Caroline and got the chance to
love her for the precious two-and-a-half hours she lived on earth. Upon receiving the original
diagnosis, Angie started a blog (Bring the Rain) to keep family and friends informed of their
journey. Soon, the site exploded in popularity, connecting with thousands who were either
experiencing their own heartbreaking situations or simply curious about how God could carry
someone through something so tragic. I Will Carry You tells the powerful story of a parent
losing her child, interwoven with the biblical story of Lazarus to help those who mourn to still
have hope—to find grace and peace in the sacred dance of grief and joy. Endorsement "This is
a beautiful and tender book that would touch any woman's heart, no matter her age or realm of
experience. It is about a relationship so intimate with God that it carves a safe place for crises
of faith, for faith proved genuine and for divine callings willed, sealed and fulfilled. Yes, this is
one mother's moving story. This one mother also happens to be a true writer. We will hear
more from her. Angie, I am so proud of you. May Christ continue to tip the ink jar toward your
gifted quill." - Beth Moore Best-selling author and speaker
Written by one of the world's leading baby loss support experts, The Baby Loss Guide is
designed to help you navigate this complex issue. Whether you have personally encountered
loss, or are supporting people through this harrowing time, this book provides practical and
compassionate advice. Zoe and her husband Andy have personally faced the loss of five
babies. Out of their experiences came the charity The Mariposa Trust (more often known by its
primary division Saying Goodbye), offering support to thousands of grieving parents and
relatives around the world each week. In her first bestselling book Saying Goodbye Zoe wrote
a moving account of their experiences and how they found a way through loss. In The Baby
Loss Guide Zoe provides a supportive and practical guide to walk people through their darkest
days of suffering and gives them hope for the future. The first half of the book answers the
many questions those who encounter loss ask themselves and others, and until now have
resulted in people spending hours exploring the internet to gain answers and insight. It is
interlaced with personal stories from both men and women who have been there, and tackles
the many myths, taboos and assumptions around loss. It also provides clear guidance and
advice on how to navigate life following your world imploding, such as: How do I return to
work? How do I know if or when I should try again for more children? How do I communicate
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with my partner about loss? The second half of the book offers 60-days of practical and
compassionate support. Whether someone's loss be recent or historic, this support will be a
wonderful gift, and will help the person walk the scary path of grief. Zoe's friendly and down to
earth approach means she removes the often over used medical terminology, and this makes
The Baby Loss Guide readable, easy to absorb and a vital source of information and help.

Every memory with your baby is precious, and every baby deserves a beautiful
place to be cherished forever. I Love You Still: A Memorial Baby Book was
carefully created to hold memories and love for babies taken too soon due to
miscarriage, stillbirth, or in their first days of life. Each word and image of this
sweet baby book was carefully chosen to be as inclusive as possible for all
babies and gestational ages. Professional illustrations by award-winning
children's book illustrator Priscilla Alpaugh feature a gender-neutral, nursery
animal theme, and the book's secular content allows room for mom to include her
own unique spiritual beliefs. I Love You Still combines aspects of traditional baby
books with areas for memorialization, with lots of additional journaling space for
grieving moms to complete whenever it feels right for them. The book's quality is
meant to last, and its content can be revisited for months or years to come. * A
beautiful baby memory book, memorial keepsake, and bereavement journal
specifically created for the events and emotions that follow miscarriage, stillbirth,
or newborn loss * Over 50 full-color professional illustrations featuring a genderneutral nursery animal theme. Words and images are and carefully designed to
be as inclusive as possible for all babies and gestational ages. * Substantial 8 x
10.5 padded hardcover book with Smyth sewn, lay-flat binding. The cover
features a soft matte finish with spot UV treatment for subtle shine on the
imagery and title. * 64-pages, including traditional baby book sections, prompted
journaling, freeform journal space and scrapbook. Example sections include:
parents' backgrounds, trying to conceive, pregnancy test reactions, monthly
pregnancy milestones, baby's due date, favorite memories and time spent
together, memorial gestures, holding the space, scrapbooking, resources, and
more. The mission of I Love You Still: A Memorial Baby Book is to cherish
pregnancy, remember baby, and honor motherhood. Born and raised in Wayzata,
Minnesota, Margaret Scofield attended the University of Arizona where she
earned her BA in English with a minor in Family Studies and Human
Development. In 2016, while taking time off from her career to start a family,
Margaret's dear friend lost her daughter to miscarriage. As a new mom herself,
Margaret wanted to do more to help. After she tried in vain to find a baby book
that catered to the 1 in 4 women who endure miscarriage, Margaret's purpose
became clear. In 2016, Margaret started a business and created the manuscript
for I Love You Still: A Memorial Baby Book. Since then, the book has been
circulated to over 20 countries, and her story has appeared on news outlets such
as NBC News, The TODAY Show, People Magazine, FOX Television, and MSN
News. Today, Margaret continues her mission to cherish pregnancy, remember
baby, and honor motherhood by encouraging real conversation about pregnancy
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and baby loss, and postpartum mental health.
Your grief is raw, hungry, and screaming to be let out. This is your journey. Your
story. Your letters. Write in a safe place.This journal will make a thoughtful gift for
anyone who has lost their baby or babies due to miscarriage, ectopic pregnancy,
stillbirth, neonatal death, or has lost their child at any age. Book Size: 6" x 9"
Cover: Soft Interior Paper Style: College Ruled 110 White Pages (55 sheets) We
hope you enjoy our thoughtful and uniquely designed grief journals. Find other
designs by clicking on our name In the Wind Publishing above.
Though one in four pregnancies ends in loss, miscarriage is shrouded in such
secrecy and stigma that the woman who experiences it often feels deeply
isolated, unsure how to process her grief. Her body seems to have betrayed her.
Her confidence in the goodness of God is rattled. Her loved ones don't know
what to say. Her heart is broken. She may feel guilty, ashamed, angry,
depressed, confused, or alone. With vulnerability and tenderness, Adriel Booker
shares her own experience of three consecutive miscarriages, as well as the
stories of others. She tackles complex questions about faith and suffering with
sensitivity and clarity, inviting women to a place of grace, honesty, and hope in
the redemptive purposes of God without offering religious clichés and pat
answers. She also shares specific, practical resources, such as ways to help
guide children through grief, suggestions for memorializing your baby, and advice
on pregnancy after loss, as well as a special section for dads and loved ones.
“I wish there were something I could do to ease the pain.” How often do women
see a friend in distress or crisis, but feel helpless to really make a difference?
Hopelifter: Creative Ways to Spread Hope When Life Hurts takes the mystery out
of how to be the hands and feet of Jesus to anyone in need of hope, comfort and
care. Kathe Wunnenberg, whose hope-lifting ministry has impacted the lives of
thousands, demonstrates simple, practical ways that acts of creative compassion
can transform lives. Whether it’s encouraging a jobless friend, lifting the spirits of
someone trapped in depression, leaving an anonymous gift for a grieving mother,
hosting a starting-over shower for a divorced friend, or playing one small part in
long-term support for a family in deep crisis, daily opportunities to make a
difference in hurting lives are limitless for a Hopelifter. The perfect book for
women who want to spread hope in their friendships, workplace, neighborhoods,
and homes, and ideal for those in caring roles in churches and ministries.
Offers advice for children of alcoholics who as adults look back on their unhappy
childhoods with regret, and suggests ways to develop a more positive self-image
Grieving the Child I Never KnewA Devotional for Comfort in the Loss of Your
Unborn Or Newly Born Child
Writing from her own experience of loss, Wunnenberg offers 31 devotions that
give both men and women permission to grieve the loss of their unborn or newly
born children. Rather than a how-to manual, this book is a companion on the
journey of loss and healing, traveling through the stages of hiding, suffering,
questioning, forgiving, relating and seeking.
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"Two-year-old Greta Greene is sitting with her grandmother on a park bench on
the Upper West Side of Manhattan when a brick crumbles from a windowsill
overhead, falls, and strikes her unconscious. She is immediately rushed to the
hospital. Jayson Greene's memoir begins with this event and with the anguish he
and his wife, Stacy, confront in the wake of their daughter's trauma and the hours
leading up to her death. But Once More We Saw Stars quickly becomes a
narrative that is as much about hope and healing as it is about grief and loss.
Jayson recognizes, even in the midst of his ordeal, that there will be a life for him
beyond it--that if only he can continue moving forward, from one moment to the
next, he will survive what seems unsurvivable."--Publisher's description.
Making a Child's World Whole Again Explaining death to a child is one of the
most difficult tasks a parent or other relative can face. The Grieving Child offers
practical, compassionate advice for helping a child cope with the death of a
parent or other loved one. Parents of children from preschool age to the teen
years will find much-needed guidance, covering: • Helping a child visit the
seriously ill or dying • Using language appropriate to a child's age level •
Selecting useful books about death • Handling especially difficult situations,
including murder and suicide • Deciding whether a child should attend a funeral
With a new chapter devoted to the special issues of the bereaved toddler, The
Grieving Child provides invaluable suggestions for dealing with a child's
emotional responses (including anger, guilt, and depression) and helping a child
adjust to a new life.
A large journal to support anyone in their grieving process. It has quality lined paper with a
undated blank date space in the top corner. The user can dip in and out to write when it suits
them. Makes the perfect gift to support a loved one in their grief. Whenever they use it they can
release their emotions, remember they are not alone and feel understood. SIZE: 8.5" X 11"
inches (approximately A4) PAPER: Lined Journal Paper PAGES: 100 COVER: Soft Glossy
Cover. Nurture Publishing make modern journals and notebooks to support people during
tough times. Titles Include: Love Never Dies I will Never Forget You Always and Forever In My
Heart I Miss You So F*cking Much Christian Quote/Scripture Journals
The first—and definitive—guide to helping children really deal with loss from the authors of the
The Grief Recovery Handbook Following deaths, divorces, or the confusion of major relocation,
many adults tell their children “don’t feel bad.” In fact, say the authors of the highly praised
The Grief Recovery Handbook, feeling bad or sad is precisely the appropriate emotion
attached to sad events. Encouraging a child to bypass grief without completion can cause
unseen long-term damage. When Children Grieve helps parents break through the
misinformation that surrounds the topic of grief. It pinpoints the six major myths that hamper
children in adapting to life’s inevitable losses. Practical and compassionate, it guides parents
in creating emotional safety and spells out specific actions to help children move forward
successfully.
Close to one in four American women experience the silent grief of pregnancy loss. Loved
Baby offers much-needed support to women in the middle of psychological and physiological
grief as a result of losing an unborn child. In Loved Baby, author Sarah Philpott gently walks
alongside women as they experience the misguided shame, isolation, and crushing despair
that accompany the turmoil of loss. With brave vulnerability Sarah shares her own and others’
stories of loss, offering Christ-filled hope and support to women navigating grief. This fresh and
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compassionate devotional offers: · Real talk about loss · Christ-filled comfort · Tips to manage
social media, reconnect with your partner, and nourish your soul · Knowledge that your child is
in heaven · Strategies to walk through grief · Ways to memorialize your loss Whether your loss
is recent or not, Loved Baby can be your companion as you move from the darkness of grief
toward the light of hope.
Letters To My Baby In Heaven: Grief Journal: Loss Of A Baby, Blank Lined Book You Can
Write In Your grief is raw, hungry and screaming to be let out! Journals and diaries can help in
the grieving and healing process whenever your precious little baby has left this world behind.
Almost one in four women will experience pregnancy loss. Whether you have lost a baby to
stillbirth, miscarriage or neonatal demise, this diary/notebook is meant to help moms and
mothers get those feelings, emotions and thoughts out. When sometimes no words will come,
writing is a great way to express what's deep down inside. This is your story, your journey, it's
uniquely yours! Write it all down in a safe place. Journaling about the death of your baby is
important, whether it's daily, weekly or monthly. This will allow you to remember your
experiences, your hopes and dreams you had for your loved one. You will never forget them
and they will forever be in your heart and you miss him or her so much. Spending quality time
remembering and reflecting may make your journaling a place of peace. This will make a
thoughtful gift for that special mom or mother in your life who needs love and support coping
with their loss. Size: 6x9 inches. Cover: soft matte finish. Interior Style: white, blank lined
journal paper. Pages: 120.
For those who have lost a child to death, Jack Hayford provides compassionate answers to
troubling questions such as, What happened to my baby after it died? Will I ever see my baby
again - and will I recognize him? what happens if I've had an abortion? Does God have a
reason for letting my child die? God's Word shines with hope in the dark night of human pain.
God showed his tenderness when David lost the child he had with Bathsheba shortly after its
birth. In his pain and grief, David spoke the word of revelation - reassuring word of God's truth saying, ''I will go to (my child) but he will not return to me'' (2 Samuel 12:19 - 23). The freeing
truth of the Word of God promises that, like David, you will hold your child again in heaven.
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